
Information Technology 



Infrastructure 

Our infrastructure plays a Key role in delivering the quality, consistency and Innovation our 
clients have come to expect from us. 
 
 Spacious Air-conditioned workplace ergonomically designed. 
 Workstations for a stress free working environment. 
 Adequate power supply with sufficient UPS back-up. 
 24/7 hi-tech security. 
 Superior access control and fire-alarm systems. 
 Located at Malad West, a Prime Area for IT and ITES Talent.  
 Internet Connection from Airtel. 
 Sound Proofing on all walls and sound absorption panels on individual desks.  
 Shared Training Room,  conference room and Pantry.  
 Power by Reliance Energy.  
 UPS for all critical servers and Equipment. 
 Centrally Air conditioned.  
 Dialers for Inbound and Outbound call. 
 Branded Servers for various applications 
 IT Support person for In-house technology support. 
 



Network Diagram 



Campaign Status 

Describes the live and complete campaign status of the calling process. 
Which includes the following features:- 
 
Agent Status: - 
 Agent information 
 Break:-Number of agents in break. 
 Free: - Number of agents free. 
 Logged on Agents: - Total number of agents logged in.  
 Talking:-Number of agents doing calling. 
 Wrapping Up: - Agents which have completed their call, but not yet 

disposed the call.  
 Total no of Agents: - Total number of agents created for the 

campaign. 
  
Call Counters: - 
It gives the status of the calls done by the agents. 
 Answered: - The customer answered the call. 
 Abandon: - The calls dropped by the dialer. 
 In Queue: - The connected calls waiting to be transferred to the 

agents. 



Information on agent  calls with following details month wise. 
 
  Campaign Name:- Name of campaign 
 Agent Name:- Name of the agent 
 Agent Id:-The unique Id assigned to agent 
 Total calls:-Total calls number of calls done by the agents. 
 Disposition Set: - Total numbers of calls to which dispositions has been set by the 

agents. 
 No Disposition Set: - Total number of calls to which disposition has not been set by 

the agents. 
 Total Talk Time: - Talk is the amount of time an agent spends actually talking to a 

client or called party. This is normally expressed in hours. It can be a measure of a 
single call or some number of calls such as calls taken in a given interval (e.g. this 
hour, total by this agent, etc). 

 Average Talk Time: - Which is the amount of time spent on a group of calls averaged 
over the number of calls in the group. 

 Total Hold Time: - It is the total amount of time spent by agents putting on hold to 
customers. 

 Total Wrap Time: - It is total time taken by gents after disconnecting the call and 
setting the corresponding dispositions to it. 

Agent call summary 



Detail Call Report: - 

Detailed report of all the calls including the following 
information:- 

 Agent name: - Name of the agent. 
 Agent Id: - Unique Id assigned to each agent. 
 Campaign Name: - Name of the campaign to which the agent is  

Associated. 
 List Name: - Name of the list from which agent is getting call. 
 Customer Ph No: - Customer phone number to which the agent had  

called. 
 Queue Time: - for the particular call which is in seconds only. 
 Date Time: - Date and time when the agent called the customer.  
 Call Duration: - Total time taken for each call done by the agents 
 Call Type: - Type of the dialer used i.e. Predictive, Preview or  Progressive. 
 Call Status: - Status set by the agent i.e. answered or busy. 
 Customize Disposition: - It shows the customize disposition set by the 

agent for the called customer number. 
 Transferred To: - It show’s the Unique Id of the Supervisor if that call is  

being transferred. 
 Remarks:-It shows the remark of the agents against the called number if  

any. 



Disposition Reports  

Disposition Report with the Customized Dispositions 
 
 Disposition Report: - Gives the information about the campaign name along 

with the Disposition report for that campaign in tabular form with the 
disposition status i.e. Abandon, Answered, Answering Machine, Busy, Called 
Party Hang up, Fax Machine, Invalid Number, IVR, Modem, No Answer, Wrong 
Number, Transfer, Supervisor Transfer, Not Set, Do Not Call, Gateway 
Unreachable, Total, Total Failed. 

   
 Customized Disposition Report:- Gives the information about the name of 

campaign along with the customized dispositions with the number of the calls. 



It Gives Agent State Detailed Analysis and Agent State Summary. 
 
 Agent State Detailed Analysis :-Gives information about the Agent 

Name, Agent Id, Campaign Name, Analysis for which gives information 
when the agent were logged-In and when they were in break, date, 
Start time, and End time of the agent call, session of the call done by 
the Agent. 
 

 Agent State Summary: - Gives information about Agent name, 
Campaign name, Analysis for, Total time spent on call. 

Agent State Detail Analysis:- 


